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Descriptive Inventory 
 
FA 467 PUGLIA, David 
 
1 folder.  5 items.  Typescript, field notes, compact disc, index, consent form. 
 
2009.137.1 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
FA PUGLIA, David            August, 2009 
467   
  Paper:  “Banjo Bill Green:  A Writer, a 
 Performer, a Musician” written by Puglia for a 
 Western Kentucky University folk studies class. 
  1 folder.   4 items.  Typescript, field notes, 
 compact disc, index, consent form. 
  2009.137.1 
     
 
SUBJECT ANALYTICS 
 
Green, Bill (Informant) 
Musicians – Bowling Green 
Puglia, David (Interviewer) 
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